Wiimmfi error code 20100
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This thread contains error codes that you may encounter while playing or trying to connect. Error codes send Wiimmfi at the entrance: Special error codes to activate the console: Search error codes here: Wiimmfi and Nintendo WFC error codes Additional error codes Additional error codes: Error code 60,000 - Not entering FC. Please watch this thread for
more information: Error Code 60,000: What is it and how to add? Error code 61010 -- Wiimmfi does not connect or can't connect to servers. Error Code 20100 -- Internet connection failure, try plugging or erase Internet settings from the Wii system and re-enter them again, and then try connecting to Wiimmfi. Error code 51330 -- Most likely the password or
key (also known as WPA or WEP key) for the wireless router that was entered into the Wii console is incorrect. Error Code 23918 -- Wiimmfi access denied (possibly standard NAND dolphin). Error code 61070 -- Time out occurred when you connected to a GPSP server. Error code 91010 -- Disconnection from either GPCM, or GPCM sent an error message.
(also sometimes hit or ban) Error Code 81010 -- GPCM error during matchmaking (also soemtimes kick or ban) Error Code 84020 -- THE MASTER server is not working or UDP packages are blocked. Error Code 85020 -- THE MASTER server doesn't work. Error Code 23904 -- Wiimmfi: You have to upgrade Mario Kart Wii with a new patcher. Last edited by
forum staff: December 7, 2018 Updated picture of error codes. New error code: 23923 : The game is off I heard that there were some changes. Idk all of them, but 23915 is now a temporary ban (e.g. 23917 WAS) and 23917 is a permaban I just received 20100 that is not on the code list :/ Administrator of the technology forum True, but I do not believe that it
is very wiimmfi-specific, which (I believe) is the purpose of this topic. EC 20100 is a common error code that points to some form of internet problems. Try again, and if it persists, there is some type of problem with your internet connection. It happened to me a few days ago, too. That's what zack said. I have to try again and it worked. So yes, it could be a
problem with your internet. Waaat? My internet is ok because I did a connection test! I'm still getting the bug, although the technology forum administrator I'd erase the Internet settings completely and customize as if new. Thanks for the info! Added the error code to the list anyway, in case someone gets it. My friend got both 23991 and 23999 Tech Admin
Forum Eh, those just look like bugs on the wiimmfi's end. Administrator of the technology forum Well according to the first message, both of these codes are database errors and errors, so it has something to do with the servers. It would be as if this site went down and you got that code error or whatever. You can try to reset the router, but that doesn't mean
the site will come back up. There's nothing to you. do on your part. The same goes for Wiimmfi and both of these error codes. Usually these types of error codes are a bit and far from each other, and usually the reunion gets you back anyway. Well according to the first message, both of these database error codes and internal errors, so it has something to
do with the servers. It would be as if this site went down and you got that code error or whatever. You can try to reset the router, but that doesn't mean the site will come back up. There's nothing you can do about it. The same goes for Wiimmfi and both of these error codes. Usually these types of error codes are a bit and far from each other, and usually the
reunion gets you back anyway. Ok thanks! Thank you, that's helpful. You are welcome! I got another new bug: 86420 Page 2 Tech Admin Forum It's a disgusting error code. I really don't understand what that means, but I just see it as another evil DC error code. An updated picture of error codes because there are some new error codes: 23910 : Profile
permanently disabled 23924 : Wrong game ID for current profile 23998 : Still not implemented reactions: Alexander Updated picture of error codes, because there are some new error codes: 23910 : Profile permanently disabled 23924 : Wrong game ID for current profile 23998 : Not implemented yet thanks for the update! I got another new bug: the 86420 I
had that with WFC days and it's basically a matchmaking bug, one of the most hated mistakes of IMO. If I use my mobile Wi-Fi, it happens literally all the time to update some screenshots because there are more new bugs. 23899 : The console is successfully registered. Wait 7 days for activation. 23903 : Console and profile creation are disabled. And some
special error codes: 23801 - 23879 : 238xx : Wait xx hours to activate the console. 23881 - 23887 : 2388y : Wait for days to activate the console. 23899 : The console is successfully registered. Wait 7 days for activation. Reaction: Zaki has updated some screenshots because there are more new bugs. 23899 : The console is successfully registered. Wait 7
days for activation. 23903 : Console and profile creation are disabled. And some special error codes: 23801 - 23879 : 238xx : Wait xx hours to activate the console. 23881 - 23887 : 2388y : Wait for days to activate the console. 23899 : The console is successfully registered. Wait 7 days for activation. You can see here for more information about these error
codes: Honestly, it's time for something like this. @Hunter If you get banned wiimmfi (you get banned a lot) if you use unban code, you will still have to wait 7 days for a Technology Forum administrator if you banned wiimmfi (you get banned a lot), if you use unban code, you still have to wait 7 days if you use a non-ban code and they see you, you just get
another ban lol. Why not 51330 one? Especially with how often Justin gets that Got to Love Love and their ban codes -.- technology forum Why not 51330 one? Especially with how often Justin gets that error codes just screenshots from the Wiimmfi site: the error codes on this page, there doesn't seem to be that code error. So I think that's why. xP error
codes are just screenshots from the Wiimmfi site: the error codes on this page, there doesn't seem to be that code error. So I think that's why. xP should be added to it in the bottom 51330 - Chances are the password or key (also known as WPA or WEP key) for the wireless router that was entered into the Wii console is incorrect. The Administrator of the
Technology Forum should add to it at the bottom 51330 - Chances are the password or key (also known as WPA or WEP key) for the wireless router that was entered into the Wii console is incorrect. Thank you! Added! New error codes: 23971 : Don't use your own Ocarina codes. 23972 : Item cheats are not allowed in this region. An updated image of the
error code. This could be for the user region I think (as possible, Wiimm's MKW Fun or w/e it's called) big hit. If it hasn't been noticed yet, the bug page has a new update. Now you can search for the bug you have and it will give you details about this error (example below) Visit Error Codes (not just for Wiimmfi) Technology Forum Administrator Updated First
Post! Reaction: Page 3 Added error code 23918 - Wiimmfi access denied (possibly standard NAND dolphin). Reaction: zukie and Rashi Because the error codes that I'm going to list are the most frequent, I decided to add them to the list, so this could be a future reference to anyone else if they have these error codes: Error Code 61070 - Time Out occurred
when the GPSP server is connected. Error code 91010 -- Disconnection from either GPCM, or GPCM sent an error message. (also sometimes hit or ban) Error Code 81010 -- GPCM error during matchmaking (also sometimes hit or no) Error Code 84020 -- THE MASTER server does not work or UDP packages are blocked. Error Code 85020 -- THE
MASTER server doesn't work. This comes from Leserott's post at the Wii Homebrew Forum. I could copy the whole list and paste it here, but what's the point of that? Plus it's not exactly the biggest idea to copy and paste something like this here I would suggest... Last edited: Sep 26, 2016 Reaction: Alexander, saki and Rachy I don't think it's a code error to
be concerned. This may indicate your internet/Wiimmfi is unable to connect. This is a known error code for me and I think it doesn't show often to happiness. my friend, Joseph, has started using the dolphin since his Wii broke. not a brick, he fell off his desk. I told him it was easy to get a wiimmfi on the dolphin, so patch his iso, and he was happy. but then he
got 23918 and he uses his WII NAND backup. he said he used nand several times. how can he contact his NAND? Just got a new - 61070. Some kind of some kind of something. won't connect. Solution - Reboot Wii. Most codes exist but are not listed here. I want to assign the console to a profile on Wiimmfi, but I can not, the thing says: IPv4 Mismatch,
ABORT!!! What can I do? I want to turn on openhost. I want to assign the console to a profile on Wiimmfi, but I can not, the thing says: IPv4 Mismatch, ABORT!!! What can I do? I want to turn on openhost. Your console and the device you use are not connected to the same ISP. Removed Dokan Dec 7, 2018 Reason: Forgot quote 23904 is a new code that
was introduced after a malicious cheat code that can brick (I partially /full damage beyond repair) your Wii and can even be used on other players, has been released and have been still scams around the world. To prevent scams and any damage caused by the code, Wiimm decided to standardize the measurements of the Cheater unit (from CTGP). To fix
this, you need either a patch isO, an upgrade patcher or a CTGP-R download (my recommendation). More information can be found at: Wiimmfi Update Information Code list has been updated. Reaction: Dusko 23904 is a new code that was introduced after a malicious cheat code that can brick (partially/full damage beyond repair) your Wii and can even be
used on other players, has been released and have been still scams around the world. To prevent scams and any damage caused by the code, Wiimm decided to standardize the measurements of the Cheater unit (from CTGP). To fix this, you need either a patch isO, an upgrade patcher or a CTGP-R download (my recommendation). More information can
be found at: Wiimmfi Update Information Code list has been updated. Ok thanks. I didn't know. Does anyone know how to upgrade mk Wii fun į installed it with an ISO file because į don't have a MK Wii drive Anyone knows how to upgrade mk Wii fun į installed it with an ISO file because į have no Drive Mk Wii none. the only online I know for iso is wiimmfi
because of repatch Got a new bug, 86070, it shows when I try to connect to someone in the dragon ball budokai tenkaichi 3 I got a new error 10351 when I try to download ghosy Post automatically merged: June 4, 2020Please don't forget to use the edit button to include changes to your post available. I got a new 10351 bug when I was trying to download
the Ghost Technology Admin forum I got a new 10351 bug when I try to download ghosy Post automatically merged: June 4, 2020Please be sure to use the Edit button to include changes to your post when it's available. I got a new 10351 bug when I try to download Ghost Page 4 Before you go and comment your internet is just crap or something like that, I
would like you to know I know what I'm looking for My father won't let me port forward, so that's out of the question. Any help Thank you in advance Hello, fellow clan. Today I'm here looking for help for my horrible network, (It's like Aqua's- crappy and aussie). When I'm in my father's house, I can barely connect to the Wiimmfi. Some bugs I usually get are
91010, 61070, and 20100. I looked at the Wiimmfi website for bugs and they are very vauge-not giving any details on how to fix these bugs. My dad said it's because my internet is too high bandwidth, and MKW is a game that doesn't require a lot of bandwidth, usually causing these bugs. But I want to know how to fix it. Then (on the occasion that I can
actually connect), I get matchmaking errors such as 84010 and 85010. Then I disconnect and try to reconnect just to get those connection errors listed above. I'm sure Frost would love to hear some of your reviews as well, so any help is appreciated. Thank you! Storm Try using a different profile. Or ever another Wii or Wii y if you have another one. Try using
a proxy. Try all kinds of things. Rewinding a port should not be an option for these errors. If you have these types of bugs, it is usually either a personal problem online, or a worldwide server issue. The 91010 is a perfect example of this. This is one of two things - you either got disabled due to a personal internet problem, or you were kicked off by Wiimmfi.
81010 is the same, but it is during the matchmaking process. 61070 is a code that doesn't have much in common (or I hope not), but it's a problem with one of the servers called the GPSP server. This is used to gather information about the friends you have added, so the bug falls in that direction. 20100 is another internet problem that happens every once in
a while. Usually this falls under personal Internet problems, but every once in a while if the server has a problem itself, that's somewhat likely to happen. The 85010 is a problem communication with the Master server, but if your internet isn't as strong as mine, then you probably have that issue. Of course, server problems can spit this error too. I'm sorry, but
despite your reservation that told you in the first line about being a bad internet, this is only true and you can only accept this fact. Virtually all, or most of these codes are codes that contradict your console only when you are having personal problems online, or when the entire server has a problem. And frankly, you have no choice but to call it yourself if you
don't have hundreds of other people complaining about the same mistakes. In some cases this happens and it's not your fault and I totally understand if you're not able to do anything about it because I have some similar dilemmas while I can't do anything either. Just live with that, unfortunately. Or ever another Wii or Wii y if you have another one. Try using a
proxy. Try all kinds of things. Using a proxy... Proxy... Easy to get you banned. Not manually, but automatically. Oh, I didn't know. Thank you for the response of Frost and Doom- It is very highly appreciated. Is there a way to fix it then? :l Get a new internet? Edit: Frost deleted part of this post lol no, I'm too stupid for this: l Tech forum administrator I know it's
not the answer you're looking for, but I think ultimately the only solution is to improve the Internet. Page 5 Talk about other consoles that don't have their own special forum section, as well as various operating systems and mobile operating systems (e.g.: Windows, Mac OS, iOS, Android, etc....) Page 6 you use an outdated browser. It can't display this or
other websites correctly. You have to update or use an alternative browser. (Test) media (Abandoned) I drew my astrological chart!! Chart!! wiimmfi error code 20100 dolphin
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